
A step by step guide to buying clothes that fit
your body, without having a melt-down in the
chagning room. Or leaving the store without

buying anything.

If you bought clothes when you were dieting or
restricting food in any way, it's likely these won't fit you
anymore. Or they just don't feel comfortable. Bodies

change, it's cool.

Before you go to the clothes shop, write down any
clothes you can think of you need. Either clothes you

currently own that you want to get rid of, or clothes you
like the sound of but don't own yet... Hopefully the

clothes that don't fit or feel good are in a box
somewhere, or better yet- donated or sold!

So you have your list. Maybe it's something like:-
A pair of jeans, new lounge leggings, 3 work blouses (1

short sleeve, 2 long sleeved), and 2 day dresses
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Go to the clothing shops, find a shop that's true to
your style, price needs, and where clothes you

currently feel good in are from (this way you have a
rough indicator of the style and size)

Remember to go on a day you're feeling neutral or
positive, and have plenty of time to browse and keep

relaxed while you shop

Walk around the shop and check out the displays. If
you have jeans on your list, chose a style you like the
look of. Pick up the size you think you are (maybe one
or two sizes up from your current jeans) and then pick

up a size up from that. Repeat for different styles

Remember it doesn't matter if you only try on one
thing you're looking for at a time... You can take 8
pairs of jeans into the changing room then do the

same with dresses. Relax, take your time! It's all good
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Now you're in the changing room. If it's just got one

mirror, face away. If there's multiple mirrors, face
away as much as possible. You could try covering the

mirrors with your jacket if possible

Try on the first piece of clothing. If it's the jeans, pick a
random pair without looking at the size.

Stretch, bend down, bend over, sit cross legged -
whatever! If they feel good, don't dig in, feel not too

lose (especially for jeans as they do stretch out
quickly), then great

If you feel comfortable, look in the mirror to see if
they pass your style test. If they aren't the look you're

after, take them off and repeat

If they pass the style test, take them off and put to the
side. Great, job done, you've got new jeans. Don't

question how you look in them, you know they feel
good



If you're looking for multiple styles of a type of
clothing, repeat the same process again

Now you've got these, put what you're not taking on
the changing room rack. Keep a hold of your new

clothes. And continue for your other items if you are
making multiple trips

If you've found some great new pieces, but start to
feel uncomfortable, ditch the pursuit and go straight

to the till point to buy your new clothes

Come back to the clothing shop when you're feeling
neutral or positive again

Enjoy your new clothes and know they feel great on
you. And appretiate the respect you gave to yourself
for buying clothing that fits you well and feels good

Don't stress about the size, you know this feels good
and you will wear them
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